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Perso-Arabic script is the official writing system in Iran. Romanized 

transcriptions, based on phonology of Persian, have been extensively used in electronic 

communications especially on Internet. Dealing with the conversion between these two 

types of writing systems has been an interesting topic in Natural Language Processing. 

Similar to Machine Translation, these conversions can be applied at different 

grammatical layers; such as sentence, phrase or word layer. In this thesis, by choosing 

Dabire as a standard Romanized transcription, we introduce two approaches to achieve 

such conversions at word level. In Lexicon-based approach we use Finite State 

Technology for bi-directional conversion between Perso-Arabic and Dabire. The second 

approach uses association analysis for statistical conversion from Perso-Arabic to Dabire.  
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INTRODUCTION 

In this thesis, we study transcription conversion between two different types of 

writing systems for Persian: Perso-Arabic writing system which has been the official 

writing system in Iran for about one thousand and two hundred years, and a phonology-

based writing system called Dabire.  

Family of phonology-based writing systems has been in extensive use almost 

since the introduction of electronic communications. Extensive uses of these two types of 

writing systems have proposed an interesting topic in Natural Language Processing 

(NLP) which aims computer-aided conversion between these two types of writing 

systems.  

Imagine a second-generation Iranian who has been born and raised in Sweden and 

has not learned to write in Perso-Arabic, wants to communicate with his friend living in 

Iran who uses Perso-Arabic in written communications. Here, the need for a third party 

which can convert back and forth between these different types of writing system is felt 

to ease the communication.  

In this work we tackle such conversions between Perso-Arabic and Dabire by 

taking two different approaches. In the first approach, by using finite state technology we 

apply linguistic analysis of a given string in any of the two writing systems to achieve bi-

directional conversion between Perso-Arabic and Dabire. 

In the second approach, we relax the extensive use of linguistic analysis. Instead, 

we use statistical techniques, in particular, Association Analysis to achieve conversion 

from Perso-Arabic to Dabire. 

This thesis is organized as follows. In chapter 1 we review phonology and 

orthography of Persian. We briefly study Perso-Arabic writing system as the official 
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writing system for Persian. Important writing conventions of Perso-Arabic will be named. 

Then by taking a brief look at the phonology of Persian, Dabire is introduced as a 

standard phonology-based writing system for Persian. In chapter 2 our first approach for 

applying script conversion is studied. Issues that need to be covered for applying such 

conversion are analyzed. At the end of the chapter, a system based on the morphology 

analysis of Persian that implements a bi-directional script conversion between Perso-

Arabic and Dabire is proposed. In chapter 3, first we redefine script conversion from 

Perso-Arabic to Dabire as a Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE). Then we review 

association analysis technique as a tool for deriving necessary statistical information from 

a parallel dataset of Perso-Arabic and Dabire word. Then a way to use the derived 

information for maximum likelihood estimation is proposed. In the conclusion chapter we 

present evaluation result for the first approach and also the limitations of each method is 

studied.  
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CHAPTER 1  

PERSIAN ORTHOGRAPHY AND PHONOLOGY 

Perso-Arabic Writing System 

Persian language (widely referred by ―Farsi‖ (كبؿمی) in Iran) is a branch of Iranian 

languages. Iranian languages are a branch of Indo-Iranian languages. And, Indo-Iranian 

languages are a branch of Indo-European family of languages [1]. New Persian language 

which is also known as Dari (ػؿی) has been the official, scientific and literary language of 

Iran for about one thousand and three hundred years.  

During the Islamic era, Persian writing systems has been changed to Arabic 

writing system. Previous writing systems were Pahlavi, used for middle Persian and 

Avestan (Dîndapirak or Din Dabire) used for religious purposes [2]. Arabic script as well 

as Avestan and Pahvali scripts are a branch of Semitic family of writing systems [1].  

Perso-Arabic script has to follow rules and conventions which are well 

documented by Persian Academy in [3]. Here, we only mention a few important scripts, 

which would be helpful for the rest of this thesis. 

 

 One phoneme1 may be presented by more than one grapheme2: 

E.g. ―t‖(ت)/IPA: t/ in ―ctr‖ (چتـ) [umbrella] /IPA3: tʃætɾ/ 

and ―T‖(ٓ) /IPA: t/ in ―xTr‖ (عطـ) [danger] /IPA: xætæɾ/ 

 One grapheme may present more than one phoneme: 

                                                 
1 The reader is referred to Chapter 2 for a brief description of phoneme. 

2 Grapheme is the fundamental unit in a written language. However, in this work we use grapheme and 

alphabet letter interchangeably. 

3 IPA stands for “International Phonetic Alphabet”. The reader is referred to Appendix A for complete list 

of IPA notations 
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E.g. ―w‖ (ٔ) in ―rwz‖ (ؿٔف) [day] /IPA: ɾuːz/ and in ―wAm‖(ٔاو) [loan] /IPA: vɒːm/ 

 ―w‖ (ٔ) when comes after ―x‖ (ط) sometimes does not present any phoneme: 

E.g. in ―xwAhr‖ (عٕاْـ) [sister] /IPA: xɒːhæɾ/ 

 Diacritics   ُـِ ـ  ـ   that present short vowels /æ/, /e/, /o/ respectively, are not usually 

used in Perso-Arabic. 

 

In Perso-Arabic a grapheme usually has more than one allograph4 depending on it 

surrounding graphemes. All graphemes in Perso-Arabic are divided into two categories 

regarding their allographs: 

 

 Non-Joining graphemes: They don't have any allograph to connect to their next 

grapheme.  

  .and ―ٔ‖ are non-joining graphemes ‖ژ― ,‖ف― ,‖ؿ― ,‖ؽ― ,‖ػ― ,‖ا―

 Joining graphemes: They have at least one allograph to connect to their next 

grapheme. 

The remaining graphemes belong to this category. 

 

In Perso-Arabic, graphemes can also be divided into two other categories: 

 Main graphemes: 33 symbols constitute main graphemes which are also called 

alphabet letters. 

 Secondary graphemes (Diacritics) which include 10 symbols that can be added to 

the main graphemes with some restrictions. They will appear either on top or 

                                                 

4 Allography is the variation of how a grapheme may be written. 
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below a grapheme, based on their types, to change the pronunciation of a letter or 

a word. 

In Appendix B, we have listed the two aforementioned categories of graphemes, 

accompanied by their corresponding allographs [1]. 

EXTENDED BULKWALTER TRANSLITERATION FOR ARABIC 

Throughout this thesis, as well as in implementation, we use a transliteration for 

Arabic introduced by Bulkwalter [5] whenever a Perso-Arabic string is presented. Also, 

since in Persian four more additional graphemes exist, we had to extend the 

transliteration to cover all Persian graphemes. In Table 1 the transliteration along with 

our extension to it is presented: 

 

 

Table 1: Extended Bulkwalter Transliteration. Colored graphemes are not used in 

Persian. 

Arabic Letter Transliteration  Arabic Letter Transliteration 
     

 g ؽ  ' ء

   - _ 

 f ف  < أ

 q م  & ؤ

 k ک  > إ

 l ل  { ئ

 m و  A ا

 b  ٌ n ة

 p  ِ h ح

 t  ٔ w ت

 Y ی  v ث

 y ي  j د

ً    H س  F 

ً    x ط  N 

ً    d ػ  K 

ً    * ؽ  a 

ًُ   r ؿ  u 
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ًِ   z ف  i 

ًّ   s ك  ~ 

 Extended  Transliteration  $ ه
ً S  Persian Letter Transliteration 

ُ D  گ /k 

ٓ T  چ c 

 p. پ  Z ظ

 z. ژ  E ع

 

 

Persian Phonology 

Perso-Arabic graphemes present sounds of Persian language. A phoneme is the 

smallest phonological segment of a language that can be used to change meaning. For 

example, although first phonemes in words ―lYz‖ (نیق) /IPA: li:z/ and ―rYz‖ (ؿیق) /IPA: 

ɾi:z/ which are /l/ and /ɾ/ have close sounds to each other, they still can be distinguished 

from each other and changing them would results in changing the meaning of the words. 

Phonemes are divided into two categories:  

1. Consonants 

2. Vowels 

Persian Consonants 

Consonants are a category of phonemes that for producing them, the airflow, after 

passing laryngeal part of pharynx5, in a point between lips and oral part of pharynx will 

be obstructed and then continues passing tightly or will be distracted somewhere in the 

                                                 

5 For more information on human vocal organs you may refer to [6]. 
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oral cavity or will cause vibration in one of the vocal organs that lies after pharynx[1]. In 

Persian, there are 23 consonants which are listed in the following: 

―b‖ (ة)/b/ , ―.p‖(پ) /p/ , ―t‖(ت)/t/ , ―j‖(د)/dʒ/ , ―c‖(چ)/tʃ/ , ―x‖(ط)/x/ , ―d‖(ػ)/d/ , ―r‖(ؿ)/ɾ/ , 

―z‖(ف)/z/ , ―.z‖(ژ)/ʒ/ , ―s‖(ك)/s/ , ―$‖ (ه)/ʃ/ , ―f‖(ف)/f/ , ―q‖(م)/ɣ/ , ―k‖(ک)/k/ , ―/k‖(گ)/ɡ/ , 

―l‖(ل)/l/ , ―m‖(و)/m/ , ―n‖(ٌ)/n/ , ―w‖(ٔ)/v/, ―h‖(ِ)/h/ , ―Y‖(ی)/j/  

As mentioned before, some consonants have more than one grapheme which are 

not shown above.  

PERSIAN VOWELS 

Vowels are the second category of phonemes and for producing them, after the 

airflow passes the pharynx by the vibrations of vocal cords, the mouth stays open so that 

the airflow can passes freely through the oral cavity from pharynx till lips [1]. In Persian, 

there are six vowels, three of which are short vowels: /æ/, /e/ and /o/, and the other three 

are long vowels: /ɒː/, /iː/ and /u:/. 

DIPHTHONG 

Diphthong or vowel combination is regarded as a vowel that when being 

produced, the vocal organs will change role and voice glides from one vowel to another 

[1]. 

In Persian there are two diphthongs6: 

 

 /IPA: ow/ as in dw (ٔػ) [two] /IPA: dow/ 

 /IPA: ej/ as in ry (ؿی) [Special Noun] /IPA: rej/ 

                                                 

6 In [8] six diphthongs have been introduced. 
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SYLLABLES 

Phonemes which are primitive vocal units will be arranged together to form 

syllables. In Persian, a syllable is a continuous sequence of phonemes which includes one 

vowel and at most three consonants.  

By continuous sequence of phonemes, we mean that phonemes in a syllable are 

produced by human, one after the other and without any pause. 

In Persian there are six types of syllable as follows: 

 

 V like /ɒː/ in ―ã-r-zw‖ ( فٔ -ؿ  –آ  ) [dream] /IPA: ɒː-ɾe-zu:/ 

 VC like /os/ in ―As-tAd‖ ( تبػ -اك  ) [teacher] /IPA: os-tɒːd/ 

 VCC like /æst/ in ―Ast‖ (امت) [is] /IPA: æst/ 

 CV like /zæ/ in ―z-mYn‖ ( يیٍ -ف  ) [earth] /IPA: zæ-mi:n/ 

 CVC like /dɒːd/ in ―dAd‖ (ػاػ) [cry] /IPA: dɒːd/ 

 CVCC like /dæst/ in ―dst‖ (ػمت) [hand] /IPA: dæst/ 

 

As shown here, there is no syllable that has more than one vowel. Therefore, the 

number of syllable in any given word or sequence of phonemes would be equal to the 

number of vowels. 

PHONOTACTIC CONSTRAINTS 

In almost all languages, not all phonemes can be combined together to form 

syllables, consonant clusters or vowel sequences. The restrictions on combinations of 

phonemes are called Phonotactic Constraints. Study of the reasons for such constraints in 

a specific language is beyond the scope of this thesis. Though in general we can divide 

the reasons into two main categories [8]: 
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 Phonological constraints also called Structural Pressure[17] in a language  

 Absence of a specific phoneme combination in the vocabulary of a language 

 

In Persian along the phonotactic constraints, there are also constraints on the types 

of syllables that can come next to each other. 

In Persian we can divide these constraints into four categories. Constraints in each 

category may be applied to more than one syllable type [8].  

 

 Phonotactic constraints which exist between           in syllables of types 

                . E.g. in Persian ‗n‘ and ‗d‘ can appear together in one syllable 

as in PA word ‗bnd‘ (ثُؼ) /band/ but ‗n‘ cannot appear with ‗p‘ in one syllable in 

any Persian word7. 

 Phonotactic constraints which exist between                 in syllables of 

types                 . E.g. as is shown in the previous example ‗n‘ and ‗d‘ 

can appear together in one syllable unless the vowel of that syllable is /e/ or any 

long vowel. 

 Phonotactic constraints which exist between         in syllables of types 

                 

 The only constraint exists between /o/ as V and /j/ as    which cannot appear 

together in one syllable. 

 Phonotactic constraints which exist between          in syllables of types 

                               : 

o Constraint of appearance of /e/ as V and /g/ as    in one syllable. 

                                                 

7 Refer to [8] for complete list of such constraints.  
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o Constraint of appearance of /o/ as V and /g/ as    in one syllable. 

o Constraint of appearance of /u/ as V and /v/ as    in one syllable. 

o Constraint of appearance of /i:/ as V and /j/ as    in one syllable. 

Dabire: A Romanized Transcription for Persian 

Dabire belongs to the family of phonology-based writing systems for Persian. It 

was first introduced by Maleki in [18] .  

Since the rise of electronic communications, the family of phonology-based 

writing systems was the primary choice of Iranians for their electronic communications. 

Although nowadays this trend is changing to use Perso-Arabic, still this family is a major 

choice for Persian e-communications. And since from the beginning there were no 

standard for such family, many non-standard writing systems has been used by Iranians.  

By designing Dabire, Maleki aimed to introduce a well-documented, consistent 

and standard phonology based writing system that can be easily adapted by Iranians for 

their electronic communications. And also it can be learned by second and third 

generation Persian speaking immigrants, who are less likely to have had the opportunity 

to learn PA-Script and more likely to have educated in a language written in the Latin 

script. Since for them a Romanized script for Persian is a natural choice. 

Converting all non-standard phonology-based writing system to Dabire can be 

regarded as possible futures work that can be integrated in this work as a preprocessing 

layer. One immediate advantage of such layer would be converting any such non-

standard writing system to Perso-Arabic. Since converting those directly to Perso-Arabic 

would be impractical. But because these writing systems are more similar in their nature 
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to Dabire we can the first convert those to Dabire and then by using our system we can 

convert Dabire to Perso-Arabic. 

In Dabire, similar to most other phonological based writing systems, there is a one 

to one correspondence between phonemes and graphemes. Dabire is based on extended 

Latin alphabets consisting of 30 graphemes. In Table 2, derived from [18], we briefly 

review Dabire alphabets as well as their correspondence to Persian phonemes and Perso-

Arabic graphemes. 

However a consistent and standard writing system is more that specifying an 

alphabet for it. One has to specify different conventions for writing special words. In 

Persian, for example, a writing system has to include specific conventions for writing  

compounds nouns, foreign names and special constructions such as Ezâfe[18].  These 

conventions should be easy to learn and should also be formulated to minimize 

exceptions [18]. The reader may refer to [18] for a comprehensive overview of Dabire. 
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Table 2: Dabire alphabets and their correspondence to Perso-Arabic graphemes and 

Persian phonemes. 

Dabire Perso-Arabic IPA 

b ة /b/ 

p پ /p/ 

t ٓ ت /t/ 

d ػ /d/ 

k ک /k/ 

g گ /g/ 

 /ʔ/ ء ع ‗

c چ /tʃ/ 

j د /dʒ/ 

f ف /f/ 

v ٔ /v/ 

s ك ً ث /s/ 

z ظ ؽ ف ُ /z/ 

š ه /ʃ/ 

ž ژ /ʒ/ 

x ط /x/ 

q م ؽ /ɣ/ 

h ِ /h/ 

r ؿ /ɾ/ 

l ل /l/ 

m و /m/ 

n ٌ /n/ 

y ی /j/ 

w ٔ /v/ 

a  /æ/ 

e  /e/ 

i  /iː/ 

â ا آ /ɒː/ 

o  /o/ 

u  /uː/ 
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CHAPTER 2 

FIRST APPROACH: FINITE-STATE APPROACH 

In the first approach, we use finite state technology to achieve the bi-directional 

transcription conversion. In [9] finite-state technology has been used for tense conversion 

of specific classes of Persian verbs. This chapter is based on our earlier paper [20].  

Having studied their system, we improved its morphology analysis power to cover 

wider range of Persian words. The most important class of such words is compound 

noun. In the next step, our system uses information provided by such analysis as well as 

primitive-lexicon lookup to apply script conversion. 

If the reader is familiar with machine translation, he or she would recognize the 

similarity between our approach and transfer method in machine translation. 

In transfer method for translation, first the source-language text is converted to an 

abstract representation by a language-dependent analysis module. Then, the 

representation is converted to another intermediate representation. This intermediate 

representation depends on target language. This conversion is done by a transfer module 

which depends both on source and target language. And finally the intermediate 

representation is converted to target-language text by a target-language generation 

module (Figure 1) [10]. 
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Figure 1: Transfer based machine translation. (a) Outline of transfer method, and (b) 

outline of direct method. Source: Similar to [10 p.72] 

 

Our system architecture is similar to the architecture displayed in Figure 1. The 

source-language analysis module is our morphology analyzer and the intermediate 

representation is the output of it. The transfer module uses a simple primitive-lexicon. 

And target-language generation module is the inverse of the same morphology analyzer 

module8.  

Finite State Technology 

FINITE STATE AUTOMATA 

Finite State Automata (FSA) are abstract models for machines with a finite 

number of memory elements, each of which can take a finite number of values.  

                                                 

8 Ideally, in our system, generation module should be the inverse of analysis module. However, as we will 

explain later, we had to modify the inverse of analysis module to be generation module. 
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FSA are also called Finite State Machines (FSMs). A FSM consist of a finite set 

of states and transitions. By a transition, a FSM can traverse any pair of states. The 

formal definition of FSM is as follows [11]: 

 

A FSM is a quintuple (Ʃ, S, s, δ, F): 

Ʃ is a finite, non-empty set of input alphabet. 

S is a finite, non-empty set of states. 

s is a member of S which presents the initial state. 

δ is a transition relation of the form: Ʃ*S*S 

F is a sub set of S which presents the set of final states. 

 

Figure 2: A simple FSM which accepts "life". 

Regular Expression 

Regular Expression is a way of presenting a set of strings which share specific 

properties or patterns. This set can be either finite or infinite. The formal definition of 

Regular Expression is the following [11]: 

 

Ø which presents an empty set is a regular expression. 

c which presents an empty string is a regular expression. 

    Ʃ, a character in input alphabet, also presents a regular expression. 
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      , where   and    are regular expressions, is also a regular expression. 

       , where   and    are regular expressions, is also a regular expression. 

             is a regular expressions, is also a regular expression.  

 

The equivalence of Regular Expressions and Finite State Automata in their 

descriptive power has been established before [11].  

Finite State Transducer 

Finite State Transducers belong to a class of FSA that produce outputs when 

traversing their states. A FSM either accept an input string or reject it. However, a FST, 

in addition to accepting an input, will also generate (transduce) an output based on its 

input. For example FSM in Figure 2, will only accept the string ―life‖ as input. But the 

FST in Figure 3, will also modify the string and generate ―like‖ when ―life‖ is given as 

input. 

 

Figure 3: A simple FST that gets "life" as its input and produce "like" as its output. 

 

In the formal definition of FST, we have an additional symbol which denotes 

finite set of output alphabets and also the transition relation would be defined as follows: 

 

δ is the transition relation of the form: Ʃ    Ʃ    
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The remaining parts of the definition are the same as the definition of a FSM. 

The inverse of a transducer T denoted by     is a transducer such that 

            Ʃ     Ʃ   } 

By |T|, the transducer T will be regarded as a mapping from strings in    to strings 

in a member of power set of   
 . 

It can be shown that transducers are closed under inversion operation. And the 

inverse of a traducer T can be constructed by applying inversion on its transition relation 

and by swapping the input and output alphabetic set. 

All FSMs can be simply converted to FSTs by just outputting their input when 

traversing their states.  

Perso-Arabic to Dabire Script Conversion 

In [3] important specification of PA-Script is listed. Here, we will explain 

conversion problems regarding each of those specifications. 

In PA-Script one phoneme may be presented by more than one grapheme: This 

would not cause any problem when converting from PA to Dabire; since in Dabire each 

phoneme is represented by a unique grapheme. Therefore, when converting from PA to 

Dabire we can simply map each PA grapheme to its corresponding Dabire grapheme.  

One grapheme may present more than one phoneme: This property is one of the 

challenges in converting from PA to Dabire. For example 'w' (ٔ) in each of the following 

PA-words presents a different phoneme: 

 

 ―dwr‖ (ػٔؿ) [loop] (dow9)  

                                                 

9 By introduction of Dabire at previous chapter, from now on, we use Dabire letters for presenting Persian 

phonemes. 
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 ―rwz‖ (ؿٔف) [day] (ɾuz) 

 ―wAm‖ (ٔاو) [loan] (vâm) 

 ―xwAhr‖ (عٕاْـ) [sister] (xâhar) 

 ―xwd‖ (عٕػ) [self] (xod) 

 

As long as this alternation does not result in ambiguity at word level, we can 

expect to successful convert. However, in some cases this alternation will cause 

unavoidable ambiguity at word level which cannot be resolved even by Persian speakers. 

This can be solved only by understanding the meaning of the word at a higher level like 

phrase level or sentence level (we call it context dependent analysis). 

For example ―dwr‖ (ػٔؿ) may take two different phonetics and consequently two 

different meanings: ―far‖(dur) and ―loop‖(dowr). 

Another challenging property of PA-Script is that diacritics   ُـِ ـ  ـ , which present 

short vowels, do not appear in PA-Script in most of the time. Hence, it would be the 

ability of educated Persian speakers to restore these vowels when reading from the text. 

This is achieved by understanding the meaning of a given word in the context10. Similar 

to the previous property, this writing convention may result in ambiguous meaning. For 

example ―nbrd‖ (َجـػ) may have different phonetic and so different meaning based on its 

context: 

 

 nabard (ػ   [contest] (َ جـ 

 naborad (ػ ـ   [not to cut] (َ جُ

 nabord (جُـػ َ) [did not win] 

                                                 

10 However, in some cases, we can use phonotactic constraints for such vowel restoration. 
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Our system ideally should generate all the possible Dabire words when given such 

ambiguous PA words. 

EPENTHESIS 

This concept is not related to a writing convention; in fact, it is mostly related to 

phonology of a language. Epenthesis is the insertion of sound in form of a grapheme into 

a word to facilitate its pronunciation [7]. 

In English, for example, it appears as inserting 'n' after indefinite article 'a' when it 

precedes nouns staring with vowel. 

Here we study epenthesis in Dabire and Perso-Arabic.  

Since Dabire is based on phonology of Persian, epenthesis would always appear 

as an additional grapheme to a given word. However, in PA-Script, epenthesis either 

appears as an additional grapheme or as a grapheme replacing another grapheme of a 

given word. 

For example Dabire word ―namâyeš‖ morphologically consists of a present stem 

―namâ‖ and a suffix ―š‖. And graphemes ―ye‖ appear here as additional graphemes just to 

facilitate pronunciation. Also in its corresponding PA transcription which is ―nmAY$‖ 

 .‖epenthesis appears as an additional PA grapheme ―Y ,(ًَبیو)

Again in Dabire word ―xânegi‖ still epenthesis appears as an additional grapheme 

―g‖. However in its PA transcription which is ―xAn/kY‖ (عبَگی) and morphologically 

consists of noun ―xAnh‖ (َّعب) [home] and suffix ―Y‖ ('ی'), PA grapheme ―/k‖ appears 

here replacing PA grapheme ―h‖ to facilitate pronunciation.  

For applying the conversion, first epenthesis should be recognized in a given 

word. Then either we have to simply remove the additional grapheme or by considering 
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some rules we have to restore the omitted grapheme. These steps are necessary for 

applying morphological analysis. 

Dabire to PA Script Conversion 

Here we list important PA to Dabire conversion issues regarding specifications of 

PA and Dabire scripts. 

As is in the nature of phonology based writing systems, in Dabire, each phoneme 

has a unique presentation. This would lead to the most important challenge when 

converting from Dabire to PA. This property sometime cause unavoidable ambiguity at 

word level even for educated Persian speakers. For example Dabire word ―Sad‖ can 

present two different PA words: ―Sd‖ (ٍؼ) [hundred] and ―sd‖ (مؼ) [dam]; unless the 

context of the word is also clear for the reader. This happens mostly because after Persian 

writing system changed to Perso-Arabic, some classes of Arabic letters which had 

different phonology, when were adopted in Persian, received a same phonology.  

However, adaptation of Arabic writing system in Persian is not the only ground 

for such ambiguity. For example, phoneme ‗i‘, when presenting a suffix, can be presented 

in different orthography: such as ―AY‖ (ای) as in ―xAnhAY‖ ( ای عبَّ )[a house] or ―YY‖ (یی) 

as in ―dAnAYY‖ (ػاَبیی) (knowledge) or ―Y‖ (ی) in ―znd/kY‖ (فَؼگی) [life]. Remember that 

here two of these three orthography of phoneme /i/ are digraphs.  

This alternation may cause natural ambiguity in choosing the right orthography 

for a given phoneme when we are converting from Dabire to PA; since in most of the 

cases there is no deterministic morphological or phonological rule for such choosing. 
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Zero-Width Non-Joiner 

PA-Script is a semi-cursive script in which each grapheme takes a different 

allograph depending on its neighboring graphemes. Because of this nature, when working 

with computer texts, we need special characters to guide the computer show the right 

allograph for each grapheme in a text. Otherwise, in some cases, there would be 

ambiguity in reading. In early computers such special characters were not introduced yet 

and by default, any pairs of adjacent graphemes were connected to each other if possible. 

Therefore, when user wanted to choose a non-connecting allograph for those graphemes 

he should have done it by using space or other printing punctuations. 

Zero-Width Non-Joiner11 (ZWNJ) is a non-printing character that when is inserted 

between adjacent graphemes will lead the computer to show the graphemes in their non-

connecting allograph. 

For example, PA word ―xAnhAY‖ [a house] may be written in three different 

orthographies: 

 

 َّای عب  

 عبَٓبی 

 عبَّ ای 
 

The only correct form of the word is the first one. The second word may be read 

as /xânehây/. And the last one may be interpreted as two different words. 

We can deterministically decide on the position of ZWNJ when otherwise it 

would result in morphological or phonological ambiguity.  

                                                 

11 Represented in Unicode by U+200C 
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However, using ZWNJ is not always for removing ambiguity. So there would not 

always be deterministic rules for using it. 

For example PA word ―ânks‖ [that person] may be written in two different forms: 

 

 ٌکل آ  

 آَکل 
 

Either way it would be read clearly by an educated Persian speaker. Though, in 

[3] it is stated that the correct form is the first one. 

As another example ―ânjA‖ [there] has following unambiguous forms: 

 

 آَزب 

 ٌرب آ  
 

But the correct form referring to [3] is the first one. 

In conclusion, deciding on using ZWNJ cannot always be made deterministically. 

And that makes it one of the challenges to face when converting from a non-cursive 

script like Dabire to a semi-cursive one like PA-Script.  

Implementation 

XEROX FINITE-STATE TRANSDUCER 

Xerox Finite-State Transducer (XFST for short) is a utility for creating 

transducers for linguistics applications. It has two different compilers for generating 

transducers: 

 

 LEXC 

 XFST 
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LEXC12 is typically used for describing language lexicons [16]. The syntax of 

LEXC script language is highly similar to formal grammar of regular expressions. 

Consequently, its language declaration power is not as much as XFST and is typically 

used to describe morphotactics of a language in a typical linguistics application [16]. 

XFST is another compiler for creating FSTs. Its language is naively close to logic 

programming languages such as Lisp and Prolog13. Important step stones for creating 

transducers in XFST are rule-like notations. For a complete review of these notations, the 

reader is referred to [16]. The notations we have extensively used for creating our 

transducers are simple and conditional replacement rules. These rules have following 

syntax and interpretation [16]: 

 

 Simple replace rules with the following pattern: 

A → B ; 

A and B denote regular expressions and such replacement rule is called a relation. 

By parsing such a rule, XFST compiler generates a (non-deterministic) transducer 

that by accepting a string in language A, it produces finite set of strings in language B14. 

The non-determinacy of the generated transducer is a result of applying the replacement 

rule to each substrings of input string in A even if the whole string is already in A. 

                                                 

12 Lexicon Compiler[16]; however by LEXC we generally refer to both the compiler and its language. 

13 Prolog is a general purpose logic programming language that is also used in computational linguistics. 

Lisp is a general programming language that is also used in logic programming as well as 

computational linguistics programming.  

14 If the language B is infinite, XFST will apply restrictions on the generated transducer such that the 

transducer will produce finite set of strings in B by accepting each string in A. Otherwise, the transducer 

will produce all possible strings in B. 
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For example by defining the following replacement rule: 

a+ → b;,  

The transducer, when ―aaa‖ is given as its input, will produce the following 

outputs: 

 

o bbb: is generated when the rule is applied to substrings [a],[a],[a] ,  

o bb: is generated when the rule is applied to substrings [aa],[a] or [a],[aa] 

and 

o b: is generated when the rule is applied to the whole string [aaa]. 

 

 Conditional replace rules with the following pattern: 

o A → B || L _ R; 

o A, B, L and R denote regular expressions. 

o In such relations, the replacement rule A → B is applied to strings in A 

when these string are immediately preceded by strings in L and succeeded 

by strings in R. 

System Outline 

Our system as a whole is a large transducer for each direction of transcript 

conversion. Each of these large transducers is, in fact, concatenation of smaller 

transducers which can be regarded as different modules for solving different conversion 

issues regarding each direction. The system outline is depicted in Figure 1: 
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Perso-Arabic to Dabire 

LEXC Morphology 

Analysis

Dabire to Perso-Arabic 

LEXC Morphology 

Analysis

Perso-Arabic XFST 

Morphology Analysis

Perso-Arabic to Dabire 

Primitives’ Lexicon

Orthographical 

Alternation Rules

Perso-Arabic to Dabire 

Primitives’ Lexicon

Zero-Width Non-Joiner 

Insertion Rules

Final State

(Cleaning Tags)

nmAY$/kr (        )

+Bmo nmA +Sof Y 

+SufMo $ + Suf /kr

[[+Bmo nmA +Sof Y 

+SufMo $] + Suf /kr]

[[+Bmo namâ +Sof y 

+SufMo eš] + Suf gar]

Namâyešgar

hickâkšenâsi

+SpN hickâk 

+Bmo šEnâs  

+Suf i

+SpN hickâk 

+Bmo šEnâs  

+Suf i

+SpN hYckAk 

+Bmo $nAs   

+Suf Y

+SpN hYckAk 

+ZWNJ+Bmo 

$nAs   +Suf Y

hYckAk+ZWNJ 

$nAsY (             )

 

Figure 4: Our system outline as a large transducer 
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IMPLEMENTATION DETAIL 

In this section we go through the steps presented in Figure 4 and we briefly 

explain selected XFST rules that are implemented at each module. The rules are mostly 

driven from [1], [3] and [8]15.  

PA to DA and DA to PA Lexicon Morphology Analysis Module 

As is mentioned earlier LEXC rules are similar to formal grammar of Regular 

Expressions. By using this we applied general morphological rules of compound words. 

As an example, a compound noun in Persian may be presented by a Prefix preceded by a 

Single Noun and a Suffix.  

The correct path for parsing the above compound noun by lEXC syntax would be 

the following: 

 
LEXICON Root 

     Compoundnoun ; 

 

LEXICON Compoundnoun 

 Singleroot; 

 

LEXICON Singleroot 

 PrefixS; 

 

LEXICON PrefixS 

 <%+Pre:0 PrefixN %+Sof:0 Softener> Prefix; 

 

LEXICON Prefix 

 Noun; 

 

LEXICON Noun 

 <       %+SnW:0> SingleWord; 

 

LEXICON SuffixNS 

 <%+Sof:0 Softener %+Suf:0 SuffixN>  SuffixN; 

 

LEXICON SuffixN 

  InfixS; 

 

LEXICON InfixS 

 Infix; 

                                                 
15 The complete source code for our system is would be available to the interested reader by requesting the 

author trough the following email address: 
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LEXICON Infix 

 #; 

  

Orthographical Alternation Rules 

From now, all the modules that we are explaining are implemented in XFST, 

since for implementing the necessary rules we needed more descriptive power than 

regular expressions. At this step we address the problem that we described in  0. There, 

we mentioned that one phoneme that is also a morpheme (e.g. derivational suffix /i/) may 

have different orthography in Perso-Arabic. In most cases there is no deterministic rule 

for choosing correct orthography. However in few cases we could implement XFST rules 

to decide on the correct orthography.  

For example the following XFST rule states that when Dabire suffix ‗i‘ is 

preceded by phoneme ‗e‘ then in Perso-Arabic the correct form of that suffix is preceded 

by ―h+ZA‖ ( اّ  ) where +Z is Zero-Width Non-Joiner. 

e -> h %+Z A ||  _ CompoundNounTags i 

Zero-Width Non-Joiner Insertion Rules 

As mentioned in  0 in some cases we can deterministically decide on insertion of 

ZWNJ. In the following some of examples of such rules are given: 

[..] -> %+Z    || %+Pre [  [ paSigmaTrans ]+ - [ b h | b Y | h m ] ]   _  [ CompoundNounTags - %+Pre ]  

Which states that PA prefixes other than ―bh‖ (ّث), ―bY‖(ثی) and ―hm‖(ْى) should 

not join the rest of the word. And the following rule that is the first instance of a series of 

rules that state when a same grapheme as a consonant appears at the boundary of two 

primitives one at the end of the first primitive the other at the beginning of the next 

primitive the graphemes should be separated by a ZWNJ:  
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[..] -> %+Z    || d _  [ CompoundNounTags - [ %+Suf ] ] d 

 

Perso-Arabic XFST Morphology Analysis 

At this step as accurate as possible morphology analysis is implemented. Here, by 

using the information provided at previous steps as well as descriptive power of XFST 

rules, detailed morphology analysis is achieved. As mentioned earlier, by LEXC rules we 

could implement general morphology analysis such as order of primitive appearances in a 

compound word.  

However relying only on such analysis would not be enough for applying 

transcription conversion. For example in Dabire word ―porsojugar‖ since suffix ―gar‖ 

only follows nouns and here its immediate preceding morpheme is present stem verb ―ju‖ 

either we have to ignore a correct analysis for this word or we have to ignore the fact that 

suffix ―gar‖ would only follows nouns. The first option is obviously a wrong choice. Also 

by experiment it has been showed that by removing distinctions between different types 

of suffix, in many cases, we get an invalid morphology analysis which would result in 

invalid transcription conversion.  

In our implementation, for this example, at this step first we recognize ―porsoju‖ 

as a compound noun. Then the suffix ―gar‖ would be a suffix for this compound noun. 

This is done by the following XFST rules given this input in Perso-Arabic: +BMo .prs 

+BMa jw +SufN /kr 

 

[ %+SpN | %+SnW | %+BMo] [ paSigmaTrans | SpecialChars ]+ %+BMo [ paSigmaTrans | SpecialChars ]+ (>@) %[ 

... %] || _ [ %[ | CompoundNounTags | .#. ] 

 

%[   

[ ? - [ %[ | %] ] ]* 

[ 
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%[ 

[ ? - [ %[ | %] ] ]*   

[ 

%[   

[ ? - [ %[ | %] ] ]* 

%] 

]* 

[ ? - [ %[ | %] ] ]*  

%] 

]* 

[ ? - [ %[ | %] ] ]*    

%] 

%+Suf [ paSigmaTrans | SpecialChars ]+ (>@) %[ ... %] ||  _ [ %[ | CompoundNounTags | .#. ] 

 

Then the output would be: 

 [[+BMo .prs +BMo jw] +SufN ./kr] 

In this format a ―[…]‖ presents an acceptable morpheme. 

Perso-Arabic to Dabire and Dabire to Perso-Arabic Lexicons 

This is an important step in transcription conversion. Here all primitives are 

already tagged in previous steps. Then by using the lexicon for each direction, 

transcription conversion of the primitives is applied. In the following we show examples 

of the lexicons entries: 

PA to DA Lexicon entries: 

 
m Y h m A n  -> m i h m %^a n || %+SnW _ 

… 

m n d  -> m a n d || SuffixTags _ 

 

DA to PA Lexicon entries: 

 
a h v %^a l -> A H w A l || %+SnW _ 

… 

%^a -> A || %+Inf _ 

 

There are some concerns regarding the lexicon design. First the order of entries 

should be from longest primitive to the shortest one. The reason is that in a long primitive 
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more than one rule may be applied. For example the PA past stem 

‖nwrdYd‖(َٕؿػیؼ)[traversed] has the following entry in lexicon: 

 

n w r d Y d -> n a v a r d i d || %+BMa _  

 

Also the PA past stem ―dYd‖(ػیؼ)[saw] has the following entry: 

 

n w r d Y d -> n a v a r d i d || %+BMa _  

 

If we apply the second XFST rule to the first primitive we miss the conversion for 

the first two graphemes.  

As the second observation in designing the lexicons, the common scenes is that 

phonology based writing systems are more informative that Perso-Arabic. We could 

observe this common scene in the difference between number of entries in Perso-Arabic 

to Dabire and Dabire to Perso-Arabic lexicons. 

In our implementation the number of entries in DA to PA lexicon is 60. And the 

number of entries in PA to DA lexicon for the same number of primitives is 311. The 

main reason for this extreme difference is that in most cases we can apply conversion 

from Dabire to Perso-Arabic by some general rules. Many of these general rules are one-

to-one mappings from Dabire to Perso-Arabic graphemes. However as mentioned before 

in some instances we cannot apply such one-to-one mappings. These exceptions would e 

included in exceptional rules.  

For example as a general rule we can map Dabire grapheme ‗s‘ to its 

corresponding Perso-Arabic grapheme ‗s‘ (ك) however in Dabire word ¨tasvir¨[image] it 

has to be mapped to ¨S¨(ً). 
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CHAPTER 3 

SECOND APPROACH: STATISTICAL APPROACH 

In second approach we concentrate on conversion from Perso-Arabic Script to 

Dabire16. Here we use statistical methods to achieve the objective; given a PA word we 

try to find its most probable Dabire transcript. 

Mathematically speaking, we try to find conditional probability distribution of 

random variable E given F which is shown by             . Here e presents a 

Dabire word (string) and f presents a PA word17. 

Our estimation of              is based on the observation that different 

Dabire transcription may be chosen based on each possible syllabification of a given PA 

string. 

For example PA string ―nbrd‖ (َجـػ), has the following possible syllabications 

based on different positions of omitted short vowels18. 

 

 nƔ- bƔrd 

 nƔ-bƔ-rƔd 

 nƔb-rƔd 

 

                                                 

16 Although we have not put so much effort for converting from Dabire to PA-Script by this approach, we 

do not believe in the appropriateness of this approach to resolve problems regarding conversion in this 

direction. 

17 To be consistent with notations that are usually used in SMT literatures, we chose these notations to 

present PA and Dabire strings and their corresponding random variables.  

18 Here symbol “Ɣ” presents an omitted short vowel. 
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and consequently syllable ―nƔ‖, may have different probability for each of its 

possible Dabire transcription from syllable ―nƔb‖. 

In this chapter we propose a model that for each pair of PA string (f) as input and 

Dabire string (e) as output it gives us the conditional probability              that e 

is the Dabire transcription of f19. 

ESTIMATION OF              

In this section we propose a model for estimating             . We base our 

estimation on the following assumptions and we will show how we exploit these 

assumptions for the estimation. 

First Assumption: Chain of syllables in Persian words has Markov Property. This 

means the probability that a syllable of type     appears immediately after    is 

independent of other surrounding syllable types and is constant. 

 

Figure 5: From the Markov property                   is equal to             

 

Second Assumption: Probability that a PA syllable is mapped to a specific DA 

transcription is independent of its surrounding syllables. 

Now for calculation of            , first we generate all possible 

syllabifications of the given PA string (f). Each possible syllabification should have the 

form of               also each syllable should satisfy all phonotactic constraints. Then 

we calculate the probability associated with each syllabification based on the first 

                                                 

19 For now we are not using this ranking method in conversion from Dabire to Perso-Arabic since we did 

not find it appropriate for this direction of conversion. 
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assumption. Then through normalization we condition these probabilities on the given PA 

string (f). Now we select the corresponding syllabification to the Dabire string (e) (it is 

obvious that given f and e there would be only one possible syllabification for this pair). 

And we calculate the probability that each syllable in f is mapped to its corresponding 

syllable in e. we use the second assumption for such calculation.  

Now we follow the above procedure mathematically: 

First we expand             in the following way:  

 

           

                                      

        

 

1 

 

Here      is a random variable that present all possible syllabifications of 

string f. 

 

However for each pair of e and f there is only one possible value for     . So we 

can remove the Sigma from the above formula and present      as a function of e and f. 

So the above formula reduces to the following: 

 

                                                 

    

2 

 

From Equation 2, we see that for the estimation of            , first we 

need to estimate the probability that the given Perso-Arabic string is syllabified to the 

specific syllabification (       ). Then we need to estimate the probability that all 

syllables in the syllabified Perso-Arabic string are mapped to their corresponding 

syllables in Dabire string. 
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For estimation of the first probability (                    ) first we find 

all possible syllabifications of f. Then based on our first assumption we calculate the 

probability of each of these possible syllabifications. These probabilities are calculated by 

multiplying some primitive probabilities. Each of these primitive probabilities estimates 

the probability that one specific syllable type appears immediately after another syllable 

type.  

For example in Table 3 the first column shows possible syllabifications of PA 

word ―nbrd‖ (َجـػ). The second columns shows calculation of each syllabification based 

on its Markove Property and would be independent of the given f. As you see each 

probability is multipication of some primitive probabilities. 

Note that at this point the estimated probabilities are independent of f. However in 

Equation 2 the desired probability is conditioned on f. So for estimating the actual 

conditional probability first we set probability of impossible syllabifications to zero. On 

the other hand the sum of all possible conditional probabilities for all possible 

syllabification of f should be equal to one. We satisfy this constraint simply by 

normalizing the estimated probabilities. For normalization we divide each estimation by 

the sum of all estimated probabilities (Table 3, Column 3). Then we choose estimated 

probability of the corresponding syllabification of given f and  e (      ). 
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Table 3: Estimation of each possible syllabification of ―nbrd‖ independent and dependent 

of it. 

Possible syllabifications Calculation based on Markov 

Property 

After normalization 

   

… … ≠ 0  … = 0  

nƔ – bƔrd =P(CV)*P(CVCC|CV) 0.x 

nƔ – bƔ – rƔd =P(CV)*P(CV|CV)*P(CVC|CV) 0.y 

nƔb – rƔd =P(CVC)*P(CVC|CVC) 0.z 

… … ≠ 0  … = 0  

 Ʃ P = 1  Ʃ P = 1  

 

The estimation of the second probability (                   ) is based on 

our second assumption. This assumption will let us estimate the probability of mapping a 

PA syllable to a DA syllable independent of its neighboring syllables. The conditional 

probability of mapping a PA syllable to a DA syllable would be our second class of 

primitive probabilities. And since these conditional probabilities are independent of each 

other we can calculate the                     as multiplication of all the 

primitive probabilities of all syllables in the pair of strings. Mathematically speaking we 

can write the desired conditional probability as Equation 3. 
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   and       present     syllable of e and       respectively. 

ESTIMATING PRIMITIVE PROBABILITIES FROM A LARGE PARALLEL DATASET OF PA 

AND DA WORDS 

In this section we explain how a large parallel dataset of PA and DA words were 

used to estimate two classes of primitive probabilities in previous section. The first class 
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would be probability of appearing a syllable type immediately after another. The second 

class one would be probability of mapping a PA syllable to a DA syllable.  

For calculating the first class of probabilities, from our parallel dataset, we created 

another data set that each entry of it shows a pair of syllables that have appeared 

immediately one after the other in a Persian word. Then for estimating the probability 

that a syllable of type    appears after a syllable of type    we can easily count the 

number of entries that    and    have appeared together and then divide it by number of 

entries that    has appeared as the first syllable type. For example in a small dataset in 

Table 4             would be equal to 2/3. As we explain later we used Weka for 

deriving such statistics from our dataset. In Table 8 we show estimated probabilities from 

actual dataset. 

 

 

Table 4: An example of a dataset for estimating first class of probabilities. 

CV  CV 

CV  CVC 

CV  CV 

C VC  CVCC 

 

For estimation of the second class of primitive probabilities we follow the same 

procedure. From the parallel dataset we create a new dataset that each entry of it contains 

a PA syllable and its corresponding syllable in DA transcription that have appeared in a 

pair of PA and DA words in the parallel dataset.  Then by using the same procedure for 

estimating the first class of probabilities, for each pair of syllable we count number of 
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entries that the two syllable have appeared together in the data set . Then we divide that 

by the number of entries that the PA syllable has appeared. 

In Table 5 we show a few instances of the created data set entries. In this instance 

Pr(bard|brd) would be equal to 3/4 and Pr(bord|brd) would be equal to 1/4 . 

Table 5: Few instances of the created dataset entries for estimating second class of 

probabilities. 

b r d  b a r d 

b r d  b o r d 

b r d  b a r d 

b r d  b a r d 

 

IMPLEMENTATION 

We used Association Analysis for estimation of primitive probabilities.  

Association analysis is a data-mining technique primary used for Market Basket 

Analysis.  

Assume we have a set of items (I). And also we have a large set of data(T), while 

each instance of the data presents a transaction; this transaction is in fact a subset of the 

whole set of items.  

A real-life example of such data is Market Basket Transaction [13]. It is usually 

presented by a table with each row of it corresponding to a transaction. This transaction is 

in fact a set of items which are bought together by a customer at one time (Table 6) [13]. 
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Table 6: An example of a Market Basket. 

Transaction ID 

(TID) 

Items that were bought together in one transaction 

  

1 A, B, C, D 
2 A, D 
3 B, D 
4 D, B, C 

 

In this example association analysis will help us to discover purchasing behavior 

of customers [13]. Such analysis will output rules in form of X → Y by a confidence (c) 

and a support (s)20 values. X and Y each presents a subset of item set. 

The interpretation of such rule is that a customer, who buys items X, has the 

tendency to buy items Y. This tendency is measured by c and s. 

We applied association analysis to the datasets generated for each class of 

probability primitives.  

For the first class we filtered the association rules so that each rule has PA 

syllable as its antecedent (X) and DA syllable as its consequent (Y). Interestingly, 

confidence values provided for each rules is our desired estimation of the mapping 

probability of PA syllable to DA syllable as described in previous section. 

One important property of mapping from PA syllables to DA syllable is that 

consonants in PA syllables can be deterministically mapped to their corresponding 

graphemes in Dabire. However, most of the time, for vowels in each syllable, this 

mapping cannot be applied deterministically. If the vowel in a syllable is presented by Ɣ, 

                                                 

20 c and s are less than or equal to one and greater than zero.  
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it can be mapped to any three short vowels. Even if the vowel is presented by a PA 

grapheme, still in most of the cases the mapping to its corresponding Dabire grapheme is 

ambiguous. 

For example PA grapheme ―A‖ (ا) in any of the following words present different 

vowels: 

 

 in ―Asb‖ (امت) [horse] ―A‖ presents short vowel ‗a‘ 

 in ―AstAd‖ (امتبػ) [teacher] ―A‖ presents short vowel ‗o‘ 

 in ―AjAzh‖ (ِاربف) [permission] ―A‖ presents short vowel ‗e‘ 

 in ―AYrAn‖ (ٌایـا) [Iran] ―A‖ is a part of digraph ―Ay‖ (ای) which presents long 

vowel ‗i'  

 in ―Aw‖ (ٔا) [he or she] ―A‖ is a part of digraph ―Aw‖ (ٔا) which presents long 

vowel ‗u‘ 

Consequently when mapping from a PA syllable to a DA syllable we only have to 

decide on the syllable‘s vowel. In fact in actual implementation the consequent of 

association rules is vowel not the whole syllable. 

In Table 7, we have listed some of these interesting association rules. 

We applied the same analysis to the dataset for the second class of probability 

primitives. Again we filtered the association rules so that each rule has the first syllable 

type as its antecedent and its immediate succeeding syllable type as its consequent. 

In Table 8 we have listed the association rules we obtained by performing the 

analysis. 

For applying the analysis we used Weka. 
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Weka: Waikato Environment for Knowledge Analysis 

Weka is an open-source software written in Java under GNU General Public 

License. Weka is used for applying numbers of machine-learning and data-mining 

algorithms to datasets with predefined format. 

Weka is an open-source software written in Java under GNU General Public 

License. Weka is used for applying numbers of machine-learning and data-mining 

algorithms to datasets with predefined format. 

We have generated our datasets from a parallel corpus of approximately 128,000 

PA and Dabire words along with their syllabified forms.  

In the following tables we present interesting association ruled derive for first and 

the second class of probability primitives respectively. 

 

 

 

 

Table 7: Example of retrieved association rules for different pairs of PA and DA 

syllables. 

Syllable 

Type 
          V21 Confidence Support 

        

CVCC b n d → a /æ/  0.89 34 

CVCC d s t →  a /æ/  0.7 33 

CVC d l - →  e /e/ 0.73 74 

CVC x $ - →  o /o/ 0.87 65 

CV Y - - →  e /e/ 0.5 VC 

CV x - - →  a /æ/  0.26 182 
        

           V   
        

VC A Y - →  i /i:/ 0.9 65 

VC A s - →  e /e/ 0.72 135 

VCC A Y n →  i /i:/ 1 16 

                                                 
21 V is a Dabire grapheme. 
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Table 8: Association rules that hold between each pair of syllable types. 

Current 

Syllable Type 

 Succeeding 

Syllable Type 

Confidence Support 

     

CV → V 0.06 964 

CV → CVC 0.31 5005 

CV → CV 0.57 9392 

CV → CVCC 0.03 483 

CV → VC 0.03 505 

CVC → CVC 0.32 2097 

CVC → CV 0.62 4058 

CVC → CVCC 0.04 244 

CVCC → CV 0.5 352 

CVCC → CVC 0.24 171 

CVCC → CVCC 0.04 25 

V → CV 0.63 1111 

V → VC 0.01 21 

V → V 0.02 35 

V → CVCC 0.03 56 

V → CVC 0.31 548 

VC → CV 0.63 1195 

VC → CVCC 0.04 74 

VC → CVC 0.32 604 

VCC → CV 0.51 42 

VCC → CVC 0.22 18 
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CONCLUSION 

First Approach 

In our limited evaluation of the first approach, 448 words were selected randomly 

from Tehran University Bijankhan Corpus22. We manually inserted selected word stems 

in the stem lexicon. The system failed in conversion from PA-Script to Dabire in 13 

words. It correctly converted 351 words. By correct conversion, we mean that the system 

converted the words to their all and only correct DA transcriptions. In conversion results 

of 104 remaining words, beside their correct DA transcriptions, our system generated 

non-words. We call it Over-Generation. 

OVER GENERATION 

There are two important grounds for over-generation: 

The first one is unavoidable when morphology analysis is applied at word level. 

For example in the word ―dlbrY‖ (― ثـی ػل ‖) it is known by Persian speakers that only one 

meaning and consequently one vocalization for this word exists in Persian vocabulary. 

But based on morphology at word level, there exist two different acceptable analyses for 

this word and consequently two different meanings.  

One would be ―dl‖ /del/ as noun and ―br‖ as present stem of the verb ―brdn‖ 

/bordan/ with suffix ―Y‖. The other would be again ―dl‖ /del/ as noun but ―br‖ as present 

stem of the verb ―brYdn‖ /boridan/ with the same suffix ―Y‖. so based on the chosen verb 

there would be two different Dabire transcription as following: 

 delbari 

 delbori 

                                                 

22 http://ece.ut.ac.ir/dbrg/Bijankhan/ (2010/02/21). 

http://ece.ut.ac.ir/dbrg/Bijankhan/
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However, only the first is meaningful for Persian speakers and the second word 

do not exist in Persian vocabulary.  

Also over-generation can happen when our orthographical or morphological rule-

bases implemented in the system are incomplete. Both our finite-state approach and 

productivity of Persian language23 limit us in covering all orthographical and 

morphological rule-bases. 

FIRST APPROACH LIMITATIONS 

Currently our system accuracy is limited by a number of factors. Over-generation 

can be regarded as a limiting factor for system accuracy. Other factors would be as 

follows: 

Incomplete Lexicon: The lexicon we are currently using is very small, however, 

improvements in this respect are only a matter of time. Our ongoing work involves 

lexicographic extensions to the system to cover more root words. 

Incomplete Orthographic Rules: Our orthographic rule-base is not complete. 

Although a lot of writing conventions and alternations are covered, additions and 

finetuning of the rule base is still an ongoing effort. For example, when converting from 

Dabire to PA-Script, rules for generating a zero width space in certain compounds is still 

incomplete. 

Finite State Methodology Limitation: The descriptive power of the XFST rules 

mentioned in  0 falls between regular expressions and context free grammars.  E.g. we can 

design a context free grammars that describe strings of the form      while numbers of 

                                                 

23 By productivity of Persian we mean that infinite number of linguistically acceptable compound words 

can be produced. (Either compound nouns or compound verbs). While some exist in Persian vocabulary 

and some do not. 
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a’s and b’s are equal. Such language cannot be described by XFST rules since the rules 

are unable to count and remember specific patterns. Therefore, we were unable to a 

number of orthographical conventions that involve counting. E.g. one way to build 

compounds in Persian is to repeat a word. For example, adjective ―kam‖ (کى) can be 

repeated to build an adverb ―kamkam‖ ( کى کى ) [gradually]. However by describing such 

structures specifically as a pre-morphological stage we can resolve this limitation. 

Second Approach 

In our second approach we tried to apply statistical concepts for transcription 

conversion from Perso-Arabic to Dabire at word level. We chose syllable as the 

fundamental unit for such conversion because we believed that each syllable and as well 

as the arrangement of syllables contains important information for applying statistical 

concepts specifically association analysis. 

Then a simple model for our transcription model based on the assumptions 

discussed in previous chapter was chosen. However there are some draw backs with 

using such simple model. E.g. by taking a closer look at Table 8 it can be recognized that 

our system is biased toward using syllable type ‗CV’ as many as possible. It is because 

sequences of ‘CV’ are the most possible sequences based on statistics. And again it is 

obvious that deciding on the correct omitted vowel based on only one give consonant at 

syllable level would not be exact. It comes from the fact that one consonant is not 

informative enough to decide on the omitted vowel in a syllable. However the possibility 

of designing more complicated models which can be exploited to gain more information 

to be used in such conversion can be studied as a future work. 
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The idea for second approach came up when we wanted to add a feature to our 

first approach. The feature would allow us to list all possible conversion results, when 

either the whole word or a part of it did not exist in our lexicon. Then we tried to find a 

way to measure the possibility of correctness of each of those outputs. So the second 

approach can be regarded either as a complement to first approach or as a proof of 

concept for future studies on statistical methods for transcription conversion at word 

level24. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 

24  For example in [19] Hidden Markov Model was successfully used for vowel restoration of Hebrew and 

Arabic. However the model was based on sentence or phrase.  
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APPENDIX 

A. IPA Symbols for Persian 
 

Table 9: IPA Symbols for Persian. 

IPA Symbol Example in 

English 
Example in 

Persian 

 IPA Symbol Example in 

English 
Example in 

Persian 

/æ/  Cat dr (ػؿ)  /p/  pen .pr (پـ) 

/ɒː/  father tA (تب)  /b/  but bd (ثؼ) 

/e/  About kh (ّک)  /t/  bet tn (ٍت) 

/iː/  See kY (کی)  /d/  do dst (ػمت) 

/o/  Boy tw (ٕت)  /k/  cat kar (کبؿ) 

/uː/  Soon rwz (ؿٔف)  /ɡ/  go /krd (گـػ) 

/ow/  Toe dwr (ػٔؿ)  /ʔ/ uh-(ʔ)oh25 YEswb (یؼنٕة) 

/ej/  Date mY (يی)  /tʃ/ chair ctr (چتـ) 

    /dʒ/ gin jYb (ریت) 

    /f/ fool fkr (كکـ) 

    /v/ voice wam (ٔاو) 

    /s/ see srd (مـػ) 

    /z/ zoo zn (ٌف) 

    /ʃ/ she $Ad (ىبػ) 

    /ʒ/ pleasure h.zYr (ْژیـ) 

    /x/ loch xAk (عبک) 

    /ɣ/   qlm (ههى) 

    /h/ him hnr (ُْـ) 

    /m/ man mrd (يـػ) 

    /n/ no nh (َّ) 

    /l/ left lAlh (ّالن) 

    /ɾ/ run rYz (ؿیق) 

    /j/ yes Yx (یظ) 

 

 

                                                 
25This phoneme in English is called marginal sound.  
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B. Perso-Arabic graphemes with their corresponding allographs 
 

Table 10: Perso-Arabic graphemes with their corresponding allographs. 

  First  Middle  End 

     

Symbol's Name Non-joining form Joined to its 

succeeding 

grapheme 

Joined to its 

preceding and 

succeeding 

grapheme 

Joined to its 

preceding 

grapheme 

/hæmze/ ،ئـؤ، ـ أ،   ـئ  ئ أ ء  

/ælef/ ـب - - ا 

/be/ ـت  ـج  ث ة 

/pe/ ـپ  ـپ  پ پ 

/te/ ـت  ـت  ت ت 

/se/ ـج  ـخ  ح ث 

/ji:m/ ـذ  ـز  ر د 

/tʃe/ ـچ  ـچ  چ چ 

/he/ ـش  ـض  ص س 

/xe/ ـظ  ـغ  ع ط 

/dɒːl/ ـؼ - - ػ 

/zɒːl/ ـؾ - - ؽ 

/ɾe/ ــ - - ؿ 

/ze/ ـق - - ف 

/ʒe/ ـژ - - ژ 

/si:n/ ـل  ـن  م ك 

/ʃin/ ـو  ـي  ى ه 

/sɒːd/ ً  ٍ  ـٌ  ـَ 

/zɒːd/ ُ  ّ  ـِ  ـْ 

/tɒː/ ٓ  ٓ  ـٔ  ـط 

/zɒː/ ـع  ـظ ظ ظ 
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/ʔæjn/ ـغ  ـؼ   ػ ع 

/ɣæjn/ ـؾ  ــ  ؿ ؽ 

/fe/ ـق  ـل  ك ف 

/ɣɒːf/ ـن  ـو ه م 

/kɒːf/ ـک  ـك  ك ک 

/gɒːf/ ـگ  ـگ  گ گ 

/lɒːm/ ـ ه  ن ل  ـم 

/miːm/ ـى  ـً  ي و 

/nuːn/ ٌ  َ ُـٍ  ـ 

/vɒːv/ ٔ - - ٕـ 

/he/ ِ  ْ  ـّ  ـٓ 

/je/ ـى  ـی  ی ی 

/hæmze/ ،ـؤ، ـئ أ،   ـئ  ئ أ ء 
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